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Abstract 

Separable functors were introduced by C. NBstasescu et al. (J. Algebra 123 (1989) 3977413). 
We characterize separability of left or right adjoint functors defined on a Grothendieck category 
having a set of projective generators. This general results are particularized to the canonical 
functors arising from a graded homomorphism of group-graded rings (restriction of scalars, 
induction and coinduction functors). We relate the separability of these functors with that of 
their ungraded versions. In particular, we recover the characterizations given in lot. cited for the 
ungraded restriction of scalars and induction functors. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 

1991 Muth Sdj. Cluss.: 18A22. 18El5, 16W50 

Introduction 

Separable functors were introduced by NIstgsescu et al. [4]. They investigated mainly 

the separability of the usual induction and restriction of scalar functors associated to 

a ring homomorphism and those concerning with a group-graded ring. In [7], the 

separability of adjoint functors between general categories are characterized by mean 

of splitting properties of the unit and the counit of the adjunction. Consequently, they 

obtain a criterion for the separability of a right adjoint functor defined on a category 

% of modules over a ring R [7, Proposition 2.21. This idea is also exploited in [2] 

to give a criterion of separability for a right adjoint functor defined on a category % 

of graded modules by a G-set over a G-graded ring R (here, G denotes a group) [2, 

Proposition 4.21. In both cases, they assume that the category % contains nice projective 

generators. 
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In this paper we give criteria for the separability of left or right adjoint 

functors defined on a Grothendieck category having a set of projective generators 

(Section 1, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3). These theorems can be applied to recover the 

characterizations given in [4] of the separability for the induction and restriction of 

scalars functors (denoted by h-id(-), resp. cp,) arising from a ring homomorphism 

cp :R + S (Corollary 1.4). Moreover, we give a characterization of the separability of 

the functor homR(S, -) (Corollary 1.5) which will be improved in Section 4 (Corollary 

3.10). In Section 2 we illustrate how to use our general criteria to obtain characteri- 

zations of the separability of the graded functors q$,IND(-),HOM(S, -) associated 

to a homomorphism of graded rings cp : R + S. In Section 3 we introduce the notion 

of strongly separable graded functor. This concept allows to compare the separabil- 

ity of the graded functors cp”,‘, IND(-), HOM(S, - ) and the ungraded functors cp*, 

Ind( -) investigated in [4] and homR(S, -) (Theorem 3.9). In particular, it is proved 

that Ind(-) is separable if and only if homR(S, -) is separable if and only if cp:R + S 

is a splitting monomorphism of R-bimodules. 

1. A criterion for separability 

Although the notion of separable functor is given for arbitrary categories, this paper 

concerns mainly to abelian categories. We refer the reader to [6, 31. If V is a category, 

the expression CEV means that C is an object of %. Given C, C’ E ‘87, the set of 

all morphisms from C to C’ will be denoted by homx(C, C’). However, in particular 

cases we will use special notations. If A is a unitary associative ring, the Grotendieck 

category of all unital left A-modules will be denoted by AMod. Given M,N c~Mod, 

the abelian group consisting of all the morphisms of left A-modules will be denoted 

by homA(M, N). 

The notion of separable functor was introduced in [4] in the following terms. 

Definition 1.1. A functor F : % + % is said to be separable if there is a family of maps 

I’= {~,~.~:homy(F(M),F(N))t homrA((M,N)}, 

where the pairs A4,N runs over all the objects of %? such that the following conditions 

are fulfilled: 

1. v~~(F(a))=a for every LXE homs(M,N) and every M,NEV. 

2. Given A4, N,M’, N’ E ‘Z, cx E homu(M,M’), fi E homw(N, N’), J’ E homv(F(M), 

F(N)) and gE homf,(F(M’),F(N’)) such that the following diagram commutes: 

f 

F(M) -F(N) 

F(P) 
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then the diagram 

commutes. 

The family v will be said to be a sepurahility mapping for the separable functor F. 

The next two theorems show our criteria to identify separable adjoint functors in 

Grothendieck categories with projective generators. 

Theorem 1.2. Let 9 be a Grothendieck category that contains a full subcategory, .4 

whose objects form a set of projective generators of Y. Consider an ubelian category% 

% und fimctors 

such that F is left adjoint to G with counit E: FG + 1 i/‘. Let us denote by 2~ : .Y ---f ‘/ 

the inclusion functor. The ,functor G is separable if and only if there is u natural 

transformation u: ty + FGa,? such that .zp o up = 1 p for every P E 9. 

Proof. Let us adopt the following notation: S = FG, T = 1 ‘I, S’ = FGw, T’ = 2 9. As- 

sume that there is a natural transformation u : T’ + S’ such that ep o up = 1 p for every 

PEG. By [6, Theorem 6.5, p. 1031, u extends uniquely to a natural transformation 

U: T + S. Let {fi: iEI} be a set of objects of 9. Consider the canonical morphisms 

u, :f: + BP, and v, :S(q) + @S(S) and let r:@S(e) -S(@S) the morphism uniquely 

determined by the conditions r o vi = S(u) for every i E I. The morphism U@E is given 

by the composite arrow 

Consider ael: : S(@Pi) + T(@P). We claim that E~C o I’ = $ EE. In fact, for every 

j E I, (8~8) o V,j = Uj o EC = T(u,i) o EC. This hSt arrow iS E&P, 0 s(u.f) since E is natural. 

Therefore, $ep, 0t.j = ~8 oS(Uj) = EBB: orovj for every j E I, whence see or = @Ian. NOW, 

consider any object D of 9. There is an epimorphism f : @e + D for some set 

{fl} C: ./P. We have 



Since E o U is natural, we obtain that 

tD”sDo.f =f o(“@c:“c@F:) 

= f Ol$~=J’=loof‘. 

The fact that f is an epimorphism provides that ao o Uo = ID. Now, we can apply [7, 

Theorem 1.21 to obtain that G is separable. 

The converse can be easily deduced from [7, Theorem 1.21. 0 

Theorem 1.3. Let % be u Grothendieck cutegory that contuins a ,full subcuteyory 2 

&ose objects form u set of projective generators of %. Consider un abeliun category 

9 and functors 

such that F is left udjoint to G lvith unit n : 1~6 + GF. Let us denote by %d : J --f % 

the inclusion jimctor und ussume that GF preserves direct limits. The jiinctor F is 

separable tf and only if there is u natural trunsjormution u : GFr,d + zg such that 

t.qone=Ig,for every QE~. 

Proof. Let us adopt the following notation: T = GF, S = 1%) T’ = GFa2, S’ = ti(. As- 

sume that there is a natural transformation u : T’ + S’ such that u4 o II:, = 1 9 for every 

QEJ. By [6, Theorem 6.5, p.1031, u extends uniquely to a natural transformation 

U: T + S. We will show that UC o nc = 1~ for every object C of 9? which implies, by 

[7, Theorem 1.21, that F is separable. We will first prove that for every set of {Ql}lEl 

of objects of 9, the equality qeg, = $ qQ, holds. Let ui : Qi + @ Qi be the jth canonical 

map, for j E I. We have 

Y@Q, O Uj = T(uj > O YIQ, = (@ VQ, > O Ui. 

This implies that q@Q, = @ t’fQ,. Now, since S = 1 x1 we have that Zae = $ue. Let C be 

an object of %Y. There is an epimorphism f: @Qi + C, where {Qi} is a set of objects 

of 9. We have 

and, since ii o y is natural, 

lcof =J‘=f O@@Qg os@Q,>=(~C”~C)of. 

This implies that UC o vc = 1~. The converse in a direct consequence of 

[7, Theorem 1.21. 0 

Let q : R-S be a ring homomorphism. The functor restriction of scalars ‘p* : 

SMod + RMod is right adjoint to the induction functor S@R - = Ind( -): RMod + SMod. 

Taking in the foregoing theorems 9 = {S} and 9 = {R}, we obtain the following. 
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Corollary 1.4 (Nastasescu et al. [4 Proposition 1.31). Let cp : R +S be a ring homo- 

morphism. Then 

1. qa is separable if and only if the canonical epimorphism S @R S + S splits as 

(S, S)-bimodule map. 

2. Ind(-) is separable if and only if qn is a splitting monomorphism of (R. R)- 

bimodules. 

We will denote by 8: homR(S, R) + R the homomorphism of (R, R)-bimodules defined 

by a(J’) = f( 1) for every ,f E homR(S, R). 

Corollary 1.5. Let cp : R 4 S be a ring homomorphism. The jiinctor homR(S, - ) : 

RMOd --f SMod is separable if and only if the evaluation map I: : homR(S, R) ---f R is a 

splitting epimorphism of (R,R)-himodules. 

Proof. Apply Theorem 1.2 taking B = {R}. 0 

2. Separable functors for graded ring homomorphisms 

Let G be a group with neutral element e. For a G-graded ring R, we will denote by 

R - gr the category of all G-graded unital left R-modules. A reference for the general 

theory of graded modules is [5]. 

There is a number of interesting functors relating the categories R - yr, RMod and 

R,Mod, whose separability is investigated in [4]. In this section, we will investigate the 

separability of the functors associated to a homomorphism of graded rings. 

Definition 2.1. Let 40 : R + S be a ring homomorphism, where R and S are G-graded 

rings. We will say that q is an homomorphism of graded rings if cp(R,) 2 S, for every 

XEG. 

For every graded left S-module M, write q:(M) for M considered as R-module 

graded in the obvious way. This gives an exact functor 

S - gr - R - gr. 

For a graded left R-module M, put IND(A4) =S ‘c?J~ M. This left S-module can be 

graded by putting 

(IND(M)),= c +@m,: T,,ES,., m,EW 
i ,W=* I 

and consider also the graded left S-module HOM(S,M) whose xth homogeneous com- 

ponent is 

(HOM(S,M)),= {f~ hom#,M): f(S,)c~,,~‘y~G}. 



This provides two functors 

IND(-) 

R-PA, s - p. 

HOMR(S.~) 

A straightforward argument shows that IND(-) is a left adjoint functor to cpz and 

HOM(S, -) is a right adjoint functor to cpr. Our aim is to characterize the separability 

of these functors. 

Let A be a G-graded ring. For XE G, let us denote by T,” : A - yr -j A - gr the 

isomorphism of categories defined as follows. This functor is the identity on morphims. 

For MEA - gr, takes THEA - gr as the underlying A-module M with the new 

grading given by (T/(M)),, = M,, for every JJE G. We will use also the notation 

M(x) = T$Vl). 

Definition 2.2. Let A, B be G-graded rings. A functor F : A - yr + B - qr is said to be 

a graded Junctor if F o T,” = TX’ o F for every x E G. 

It is very easy to show that the functors IND( -), HOM(S, -) and cpc are graded 

functors. 

Proposition 2.3, Let cp : R + S be a homomorphism qf G-graded rings. The .fimctor 

IND( -) is separable ij and only if there is a ,firmily {u, : S + R: x E G} qf morphisms 

in R - gr such that 

(a) u, o cp = 1~ for every x E G. 

(b) u,,(sr) = u,(s)r for every x, YE G, every s ES und every r E RJ. 

Proof. Let 4 = {R(x) : x E G}. Observe that, for every x E G, we have a natural iso- 

morphism (p$!(IND(R(x))) E cpy*‘(S(x)). With this identification, the unit of the ad- 

junction takes in R(x) the value q(x) : R(x) + S(x). If IND(-) is separable, then, by 

Theorem 1.3, there are natural homomorphisms UR(~) : S(x) 4 R(x) (x E G) in R - yr 

such that t&(r) o q(x) = 1~~) for every xE G. Let U, :s + R be equal to UR(_~) provided 

that the shift functors are understood. This set {uY : S(x) + R(x)} of morphisms satisfies 

the conditions stated. Conversely, assume such a family of maps given. For REP, 

define ~(~~1: cpy*‘S(x) + R(x) given by U, when the xth shift functor is considered. This 

gives a natural transformation in the conditions of Theorem 1.3, whence IND(-) is 

separable. 0 

The following two propositions can be deduced from Theorem 1.2 likewise Propo- 

sition 2.3 has been deduced from Theorem 1.3. 

Proposition 2.4. Let cp : R -S he a homomorphism of G-gruded rings. Consider 1: : 

S @S + S the canonical multiplication map. The functor q~!! is separable $ and only 
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if there is a family {u, : S + S @R S: x E G} of morphisms in S - gr such that 

(a) coU,=lSfor eueryxEG. 

(b) u.~,(s~)= uJs)t ,for every SES, tES, and x,yE G. 

Proposition 2.5. Let q : R + S be a homomorphism of G-graded rings. Consider E : 

HOM(S,R) + R be dejined by I = f( 1). The functor HOM(S, -) is separable if 

and only zf there is a family {u.~ : R + HOM(S, R) :x E G} of morphisms in R - gr such 

that 

(a) c: o U, = lR jkr every XEG. 

(b) u_&rt) = uJr)t for every r E R, t 6 R, and x, YE G: 

3. Strongly separable functors 

Let cp : R + S be an homomorphism of G-graded rings. We will analyze the relation- 

ship between the separability of the graded functors 

and 

IND(-),HOM(S,-):R-gr+S-gr, 

q$:S-gr+R-gr 

the ungraded functors 

Ind(-), homR(S, -): RMod + sMod, 

cp* : sMod + RMod. 

Roughly speaking, we will prove that ungraded separability implies graded separabil- 

ity and we will identify the additional condition needed to have the converse. This 

condition is stated in the following definition. 

Definition 3.1. Let A,B be G-graded rings. A graded functor F :A - gr --f B - gr is 

said to be strongly separable if it is separable and the separability mapping v satisfies 

that the following diagram commutes 

for every A4,NER - gr and every xEG. 
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Definition 3.2. Let F, G : A - gr + B - gr be graded functors. A natural transformation 

x : F + G is said to be graded if T, (C(M) = c(M(~~) for every A4 E A - gr and for every 

xEG. 

Proposition 3.3. Let 

FIR-gr, S - gr : G 

he graded jiinctors such that F is left adjoint to G. If’ the unit y and the counit p 

are graded natural transformations, then 

1. F is strongly separable if and only if there is a graded natural transjormation 

u : GF + IR_~~ such that U,V o nM = 1 M jar every M E R - gr. 

2. G is strongly separable [f and only if’ there is a graded natural transjormation 

u : lo+,. + FG such that p,n o uN = I ,V for every N ES - gr. 

Proof. We will only prove (1) since the proof of (2) is similar. Assume that F is 

strongly separable. If v is a separability mapping then put u,v = VG,K,~,,~(PF,~) for 

every graded left R-module M. From [7, Theorem 1.21 and [2, Theorem 4.11, this gives 

a natural transformation u : GF + l~-~~ such that u,LI o no = 1~ for every graded left 

R-module M. Now it is routine to check that u is graded. 

Conversely, assume a graded natural transformation u : GF + lspqr is given such that 

us o VM = 1~ for every M E R-gr. Following [2, Theorem 4. l] we define a separability 

mapping by v,v,~/(f) = uM’ o G(J’) o y,~ for M,M’E S-gr and J’E homR_&FM, FM’). 

A straightforward computation shows that F is strongly separable. 0 

Theorem 3.4. Let 

FIR-gr VS-gr:G 

he right exact graded finctors such that F is lejt adjoint to G. Consider the sub- 

categories _% = {R(x): x E G} and 9 = {S(x): x E G} ojR - gr and S - gr, respectively. 

IJ‘ the unit y and the counit p are graded natural transformations, then 

1. The finctor F is strongly separable tf and only if there is a natural trans- 

formation u : GFad + 12 such that uR o nR = 1 R and z (uR) = uR&) for every x E G. 

2. The junctor G is strongly separable if and only !f there is a natural trans- 

.formation u : 1 rp + FGa, such that ps o us = 1s and G(us) = US(~) jar every x E G. 

Proof. We will only prove part (1) since part (2) is analogue. The necessity is a con- 

sequence of Proposition 3.3. Therefore, assume that there is a natural transformation 

u:GFa~~1~suchthatu~0y~=1~andT,(u~)=~~~,~foreveryx~G.Itisanimme- 

diate consequence that uR(s) o IjR(x) = 1~~) for every x E G. By Theorem 1.3, the functor 

F is separable. Moreover, by the proof of that theorem, there is a natural transforma- 

tion U: GF + l~_~~ extending u and such that UC o yc = 1~ for every C E R - gr. By 
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Proposition 3.3, if we prove that T,(Uc) = UC(~) for every x E G, then F is strongly 

separable. Given C E R - gr, take an epimorphism ,f : $ R(x;) -+ C in R - gr, where 

xi E G. Using that U is natural we obtain 

.f’ 0 &R(x,) = UC 0 GF(f) 

whence 

r,(f )oT,(GR(.r,)) = T,@c)o r,(@‘Cf~~ 

for every x E G. Since G and F are graded functors, we have 

T,(.f)oT,hR(x,)) = T,@c)o@‘(T,(.f)). 

But U is natural and, thus, 

r,(f’)O ?i@$R(.x,)) = +(x) 0 GF(T,(J’)). 

Therefore, 

T,@)oGF(T,(f)) = I&) 0 GF(T,(f)) 

for every x E G. Finally, GF( c (f)) IS an epimorphism since F, G and T, are right 

exact functors. Hence, 7@c) = UC(~) and the proof is finished. 0 

Next, we will apply the foregoing general results to characterize when the canon- 

ical functors associated to an homomorphism of graded rings cp: R +S are strongly 

separable. We start with the restriction of scalars graded functor. 

Theorem 3.5. Let cp : R + S be a morphism of G-graded rings. The graded functor 

q$’ : S - gr 4 R - gr is strongly separable if and only tf the canonical multiplication 

map u : S @R S --*S is a splitting epimorphism of graded (S,S)-bimodules. 

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.4.2 together with [4, Proposition 1.31. 0 

The proof of [5, Lemma 1.2.11 can be easily adapted to prove the following one. 

Lemma 3.6. Let M, N, P 

gram 

M 
h 

*N 

be graded (R, R)-bimodules. Consider the commutative dia- 

where ,f is a graded morphism of (R, R)-bimodules. If g (resp. h) is a morphism of 

graded (R,R)-bimodules then there is a graded morphism of bimodules h’ (resp. g’) 

such that f =go h’ (resp. ,f = g’o h). 
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The following result relates the separability of the graded restriction of scalars functor 

and the ungraded one. 

Theorem 3.7. Let cp : R 4 S be a morphism of graded rings. The functor cp* : SMod -+ 

RMod is sepurable of und only zf cpy : S - gr + R - gr is strongly separable. 

Proof. If cp* is separable, then, by [4, Propositon 1.31, there is a (S,S)-bimodule map 

u:S+S@~S such that pou = 1 S. By Lemma 3.6, there is a morphism of graded 

(S, S)-bimodules U : S + S @S such that p o U = 1s. By Theorem 3.5, ‘p$” is a separable 

functor. Conversely, if C& is strongly separable then it follows from Theorem 3.5 and 

[4, Proposition 1.31 that ‘p* is separable. 0 

The next example shows that a graded functor can be separable but not strongly 

separable. 

Example 3.8. Let R be a strongly graded ring, i.e., R,R,. = R,, for every X, y E G. 

If R, is endowed with the trivial G-grading, then the inclusion cp : R, + R is a homo- 

mophism of graded rings. We claim that the functor cpy : R - gr 4 R, - gr is separable. 

To prove this claim, consider the functors (-)z : R - gr + R,Mod and (-)F : R, - 

gr + R,Mod which, for a G-graded module, take its homogeneous e-component. 

By [I, Theorem 3.81, (-)t is an equivalence of categories. Moreover, (-)$ o cp: = 

(-)f with implies, by [4, Lemma 1.1.(3)], that CJ$’ is separable. Now, if cp”* is strongly 

separable, then cp* : RMod -+ R,Mod is separable (Theorem 3.7). But this is not true if 

the group G is infinite (see [4, Proposition 2.11). 

Recall that for the homomorphism of graded rings cp : R t S, there are two ungraded 

hmctors, homR(S, -), Ind( -): mod R + mod S and two graded functors HOM(S, -), 

IND(-) : R - gr ----t S - gr. Our last theorem states that if one of these fimctors is 

(strongly) separable, then so is for the other three. Moreover, this characterizes when 

cp is a splitting monomorphism of (R,R)-bimodules. 

Theorem 3.9. The following conditions are equivalent for a morphism of graded rings 

cp:R+S. 

(i) cp is a splitting monomorphism of (R,R)-bimodules. 

(ii) cp is a splitting monomorphism of graded (R, R)-bimodules. 

(iii) The functor IND( -) : R - gr ---) S - gr is strongly separable. 

(iv) The jiinctor Ind : RMod ----f SMod is separable. 

(v) The functor homR(S, -): RMod + SMod is separable. 

(vi) The functor HOM(S, -) : R - gr + S - gr is strongly sepurable. 

(vii) The evaluation map w : HOM(S, R) +R is a splitting epimorphism of graded 

(R, R)-bimodules. 

(viii) The evaluation map E : homR(S, R) + R is u splitting epimorphism of (R, R)- 

bimodules. 
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Proof. (i) + (ii) Let /I : S + R be an R-bimodule map such that flo cp = 1~. By 

Lemma 3.6, there is a graded homomorphism of R-bimodules p: S + R such that 

&$, = 1R. 

(ii) + (i) Evident. 

(iii) + (ii) If IND(-) is separable, then, by Proposition 3.3, there is a graded natural 

transformation U: q$IND(-) + l~_~~ such that UM o HIM = 1~ for every M E R - yr. 

Now, it is easy to prove that UR : s + R is a morphism of graded (R,R)-bimodules. 

Since qR = cp, we have that UR is a splitting epimorphism for cp. 

(ii) =+ (iii) Assume that there exists an homomorphism of graded (R, R)-bimodules 

UR : S + R such that u o cp = 1~. Consider 2 = {R(x): x E G}. For x E G, define u&x) = 

c((uR). A routine argument shows that this gives a natural transformation u : qyIND( -) 

22 + 1~. Now, Theorem 3.4 applies here. 

(i) @ (iv) This is Corollary 1.4.2. 

(i) =+ (viii) Assume that p: S + R is an R-bimodule homomorphism such that 

PO cp = 1~. Define 4: R+ homR(S,R) by @(Y) = YP, where we use the canonical 

structure of R-bimodule on homR(S,R). It is a routine matter to show that 4 is an 

R-bimodule map. Moreover, for PER, 

(co4N-)=4(r)(l) = (4x1) = B(lr) 

= P(Yl) = fi(cp(r)) = Y. 

(viii) @ (v) This is Corollary 1.5. 

(viii) + (i) There is an R-bimodule homomorphism 

4 : R + homR(S, R) 

such that so 4 = 1~. Write b = 4( 1). Now it is routine to check that /j’ is a homo- 

morphism of R-bimodules such that p o cp = 1~. 

(vi) + (vii) Assume that HOM(S, -) is a strongly separable functor. Since cpg is 

a left adjoint functor to HOM(S, -), it follows from Proposition 3.3 that there exists a 

graded natural transformation u : l~_~~ + (pyx’ o HOM(S, -) that splits the counit of the 

adjunction. In particular, 0 0 r@ = 1~ and G(Q) = r,&(x) for every x E G. It is easy to 

check that ua is a graded (R,R)-bimodule map. 

(vii) =+ (vi) Conversely, assume that there is a graded R-bimodule homomorphism 

UR : R + HOM(S, R) such that o o UR = 1~. Let M E R- gr. We obtain a homomorphism 

of graded left R-modules UM as the composite map 

MAR&M% HOMR(S,R) @R M~HO&(&M). 

A routine computation shows that this defines a graded natural transformation 

u : 1R_-8’ + &HOM(S, -). 

Moreover, if p: qog*‘HOM(S, -) + l~-~,. is the counit of the adjunction, then p o u = 

l&-y,.. By Proposition 3.3, HOM(S, -) is a strongly separable functor. 
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(vii) + (v) Let UR : R + HOM(S, R) be a graded R-bimodule map such that w o UR = 

lR. Consider the ungrading functor U : R - gr + RMod and let c : homR(S,R) -+ R be 

the canonical evaluation map. It is clear that ~oi = o, where i denotes the inclusion 

map UHOM(S, R) C homR(S,R). Therefore, the map ZjR = i o U(UR): R---f homR(S, R) 

is an R-bimodule map such that E o OR = 1~. By Corollary 1.5, hOmR(S, -) is separable. 

(v) + (vii) Let UR : 1~ + homR(S, R) be an R-bimodule morphism such that E 0 UR = 

1R. Let f = UR( 1) E homR(S,R). Since OR is a homomorphism of R-bimodules, we 

have that rf = f r for every r E R. Define fe : S + R by ,fe(s) = f(s), for .YE S,. By 

[5, Lemma 1.2.11, fe E HOM(S, R). Now, let UR : R + HOM(S, R) given by UR(Y) = rfe 

for every r E R. It is easy to check that UR is a graded R-bimodule map such that 

OouR = 1R. 0 

Corollary 3.10. If cp : R + S is any ring homomorphism, then the jbllowing conditions 

are equivalent. 

(i) cp is a splitting monomorphism of (R,R)-bimodules. 

(ii) The functor Ind( - ): RMod -+ sMod is separable. 

(iii) The functor homR(S, -): RMod + SMod is separable. 

(iv) The evaluation map 6: homR(S,R) + R is a splitting epimorphism qf (R, R)- 

bimodules. 

Proof. q can be considered as homomorphism of G-graded rings for the one-element 

group G. Therefore, the foregoing theorem applies. 0 
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